
RC4WD Prebuild ARTR Crawler Hopup List
The following hopup parts are designed to fit Diablo, Copperhead and Rock Rider only.

Price Part # Description:

Axle Upgrades:

$29.99

(1 set)
X-0194 T-Rex 60 XVD axle allows maximum steering angle and its heat treated for heavy duty 

usage. Much stronger than stock axle! 

$14.99

(1)
X-0055 Replace your stock platic T-Rex 60 axle diff cover with a chrome plated alum diff cover. 

$19.99

(1 pair)
X-0487 T-Rex 60 axle reinforced billet aluminum axle C. Add additional strength to the Axle C 

section. 

$139.99

(1)
Z-A0018 This is a direct replaced of the front stock plastic T-Rex axle. This billet T-Rex Axle comes 

with aluminum knuckles. 

$139.99

(1)
Z-A0019 This is a direct replaced of the rear stock plastic T-Rex straight axle.

$29.99

(1 pair)
X-0429 Now you can replace those plastic knuckles with these heavy duty alum ones. 

Wheel Upgrades:

$149.99

(4 wheels)

Z-W0004 

Bullseye is the world first weighted beadlock wheel where you can adjust the weight without 
the use of tools, quick and easy. Not only does the Bullseye look cool, with all 4 wheels 

loaded it will add a maximum of 2.3 lbs / 1 kg of additional weight to your crawler.



$149.99

(4 wheels)

Z-W0006 Low Boyz is a unique beadlock wheel that has an adjustable weight that rides on bearings. 
The weight is always at the lowest point of the wheel. 

Suspension Upgrades:

$19.99

(Pair)
X-0190 Developed for hardcore competition crawlers in mind. Each full metal Sparks shocks comes 

with extremely soft steel spring. 

Other optional parts:

14.99

(1)

X-0317 RC4WD Monster Oil is custom made for crawler transmission and axle. It took us months of 
mixing different oil and grease until we got to this ultimate final product. 

Stock replacement parts:

$24.99

(1)
X-0427 T-Rex 60 plastic stock axle housing. This include front and rear axle housing, diff cover and 

knuckles.

$9.99

(1)
X-0274 Stock replacement T-Rex Steel Bevel Shaft

$14.99

(1)
X-0056 Stock replacement T-Rex Steel Spool Gear



$2.99

(1)
X-0161 This is the stock aluminum rod end that is used all of our prebuild ARTR crawlers.


